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ABSTRACT
The use of Internet of Things (IoT) devices is an emerging trend for citizens. These devices may have implications for the security of various areas of life: for survivors of technology-facilitated domestic abuse and violence (tech-abuse), a shared ecosystem of IoT devices poses new risks. Here we develop a novel adaptation of ‘heuristic walkthrough’ usability assessment, applying it to two readily available families of consumer smart assistant devices (Amazon Echo and Google Home). The paradigm underpinning the method considers the shared device ecosystem, and the potential threats to a person sharing smart devices with another. Prior tech abuse research informed the design of 11 tasks representing different phases of potential IoT tech-abuse. Phenomena produced by the tasks were assessed across well-defined design heuristics. Assessment was from both primary and secondary user perspectives, via a range of service interfaces (such as App, browser interface, and visual device cues). We find that many security-related elements of devices do not present usability problems, including that a secondary user has only a very limited view of the actions of a primary device user. We differentiate between features which delay or block effective use, informing potential areas for developing support solutions. For instance, findings indicate that task feedback and instructions may impact a tech-abuse survivor in an IoT ecosystem. Our results have implications for the definition of usability for concurrent users with differing expectations and needs, especially within a tech-abuse context. Our approach can inform the stakeholder conversations necessary to explore these issues across a range of other IoT devices.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy;
Social aspects of security and privacy;
• Human-centered computing → Walkthrough evaluations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of ‘smart’, Internet-connected consumer devices, individuals are increasingly able to access home appliances, entertainment devices, and online services remotely, through apps and other systems in a shared space. There have been global efforts to ensure that the technical security of these ‘Internet-of-Things’ (IoT) systems is sufficient, and that connected devices are safe to use (e.g., [14, 21, 35]).

The safety and security of IoT devices are of particular importance for vulnerable groups and communities. Features of digital technologies may be misused, opening up avenues for a perpetrator of domestic abuse and intimate partner violence, to monitor, coerce, or control another person [47]. We refer to this here as ‘tech-abuse’. Tech-abuse can turn a cohabited space, where activities are enabled by shared devices, into one where separation and survival are paramount [46].

Mitigating tech-abuse is not straightforward, including within an ecosystem of connected IoT devices. The complexity of these systems is an obstacle not only for users, but for IoT providers and policymakers [28]. Progress must be made to ensure that survivors1 have routes out of abuse, whether supported by institutions or sources of trustworthy advice [47]. Support services (such as charities and shelters) are eager to understand these new technologies [23]. There is a window of opportunity to inform guidance now, when the prevalence and deployment of IoT systems remains relatively low.

1We use the terms ‘survivor’ and ‘perpetrator’, where in the literature terms such as ‘victim’ and ‘abuser’ have also been applied.
Usability analysis that includes an abuse-survivor perspective can contribute to addressing these challenges [24]. Ensuring safety from abuse in an IoT device ecosystem requires us to think differently about how usability analysis is conducted. There may be multiple smart devices, accessed by different concurrent users, through multiple interfaces (such as an App or voice command). Users may have conflicting expectations of use, making ‘usability’ itself difficult to define broadly. The ‘security’ of one user’s IoT device ecosystem may be impacted by efforts by another person to ‘secure’ their own ecosystem, as both consist of the same devices. In cases of monitoring and control of one user by another, intervention from outside may be necessary.

The goal of this work is to inform how potential IoT-facilitated shared device threats can be identified and considered within advice, frontline services (e.g., charities and shelters), and interventions generally. This goal involves assessing all perspectives and interfaces to a connected device ecosystem in tandem. This can identify configurations and features which may produce usability inequalities between users, where these may be misused by one device user to abuse another, such as a partner (creating risks to their security and safety). Efforts to improve the situation, and reduce the capacity for misuse, can have adverse effects. This is because the ‘connected’ features of an IoT device which can benefit one user may benefit all users. The overarching goal requires us to scale and consolidate device analysis, to motivate and advance the capabilities of researchers and practitioners to work together. Unless stakeholders, including researchers, act to work together, analysis of future consumer devices may be fragmented, requiring further effort to scale protective efforts to the anticipated plethora of consumer IoT devices. We explore the following Research Questions:

- **RQ1:** Are there usability problems relating to IoT devices, which could impact the use and creation of advice and support in specific contexts (in this case, stages of physical control, escape, or life apart in a tech-abuse environment)?
- **RQ2:** Where usability problems exist in an IoT ecosystem, are there usability issues which may exacerbate harm, impacting not only security but also physical safety?
- **RQ3:** Where usability problems do not exist, what are the challenges for ensuring usability for concurrent users in a consumer IoT ecosystem?

We scope challenges around assessing IoT ecosystems (Section 2) and tech-abuse (Section 3). This informs our novel usability analysis approach (Section 4), and application to two families of popular IoT smart assistant devices (the Google Home and Amazon Echo). The approach specifically considers device connectedness and its implications for the security of concurrent users, and is further informed by outcomes from IoT-themed workshops with representatives of support services².

Findings are considered from multiple device interfaces, for the user perspectives of a survivor and perpetrator of tech-abuse. Results (Section 5), though not exhaustive, found that the smart assistant devices are generally usable from the perspective of different users of the same device. Feedback about changes to system configuration is lacking, with a potentially high cognitive/memory burden for any user acting to understand their IoT device configuration. In our Discussion (Section 6), we find a need to account for the shared-device threat model in future research, and to build support in environments where shared devices are equally usable for all users. We close with a review of Related Work (Section 7) and Conclusions (Section 8).

1.1 The new paradigm

Current approaches to usability analysis, such as heuristic walk-throughs [69], may be applied in a fragmented way which does not sufficiently describe a complex device ecosystem of shared use. For instance, a device may produce notifications of activity, which could impact another user’s ability to preserve their privacy when using the same device.

We develop a new paradigm – shared device usability assessment for shared Internet-of-Things (IoT) consumer device security and associated threats. These devices can communicate with each other and to online services, with a capacity to monitor and control elements of the physical space that people share. The new paradigm follows principled considerations, based on an assessment of the current technology and support landscape:

- **Connected usability:** Internet-of-Things devices offer complementary interfaces to the same ‘service’ or ‘services’ (e.g., a shared online shopping account). We go beyond current usability analysis techniques (such as heuristic walk-throughs [69]) to consider multiple user perspectives, using a variety of device interfaces (inc. App, browser, linked email account, etc.), to access a service embodied by a smart device (as with home IoT systems).
- **Divergent security goals in a shared space:** We employ the approach of sequential usability analysis (one user following another). This approach allows us to model concurrent users with differing (security) goals, and to explore potential (harmful) implications of IoT systems (Section 3.1). We frame divergent goals and tasks by defining the security-related mechanisms [72] and phenomena (Section 2.3).
- **Negative implications of ‘connected’ usability:** Usability improvements can have negative implications for an individual, if those improvements make it easier for another person to control shared devices. We re-think how the outputs of a usability analysis are applied (relating outcomes to different support stakeholders). Violations of usability heuristics [54] may indicate where support can – or should not – be targeted, to minimise the risk of harmful side-effects in the cyber-physical space.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we describe our overarching considerations and approach, before focusing on the application to tech-abuse in Section 3.

---

²These services generally support female survivors of abuse.
2.1 Supporting secure use of consumer IoT devices

Efforts to ensure that IoT devices are technically secure are active, pursued by various governments and manufacturers, e.g., the Internet Society [35] and the UK Government [14, 74], and more broadly by e.g., ENISA in the EU [21].

Consumer IoT ecosystems may consist of multiple devices, such as smart assistants and smart home appliances. An individual may use a range of devices to access the same service or account. Within consumer IoT, security-related features (such as permitted user accounts, and activity histories) may be accessed through various interfaces, rather than just one interface in isolation. Different individual interfaces may be used based on context, such as being in the same room as an IoT device, or near to the home. Vaniea et al. [82], for instance, consider the view of the human, the phone (with App) and an IoT device during setup. The diversity of IoT device interfaces contributes to the complexity of providing support.

We must then acknowledge that there is a multi-device, multi-interface, and multi-user ecosystem around a series of service accounts, as broadly illustrated in Figure 1.

Producing clear and actionable security advice which scales to cover many IoT devices and contexts of use is challenging. This points to a need for defenders to share expertise and keep pace with the advancements of consumer IoT devices.

For IoT systems, as for IT technologies generally, devices ought to uphold conditions that allow individuals to use the devices without ‘overstrain’ or a need to be aware of the latest technological trends [49]. Indeed, it should be acknowledged that “everyday people manage everyday Things” [40]. It is useful here to differentiate between different members within a smart home, where technology may be managed by one or another member of a shared living space. Zeng et al. [86] distinguish between users who manage a smart device, and ‘incidental users’, who may have limited access to the features of the smart home environment. The latter may have reduced awareness of security issues.

At present, many smart home devices are controlled via a smartphone app, paired with each device [31]. A user may authenticate to a device’s app using a password. Smart assistant devices such as those in our study may be activated by a ‘wake word’ [68], to record, process, and enact a spoken command. Where users share a device with the capability to record a query, any user may initiate recording [17]. The user whose account is linked to the device can specify only limited restrictions for other users. There may also be third-party apps and integrations (e.g., IFTTT) [87], which implement rules to combine actions or integrate with other cloud/online services.

2.2 Potential harms in a connected device ecosystem

The challenge of mitigating technology-facilitated harms is already recognised in industry standards and in the research community. Referring to ISO 25010 [36], the need to ensure technology is technically secure is complemented with the need to ensure secure and safe usage. ISO 25010 refers to ‘Freedom from Risk’, including “Health and safety risk mitigation”.

This aligns with the need for a ‘fair’ IoT [43], including that a person will not suffer as a result of circumstances outside of their control. It also aligns with foundational principles of usable security. A need was identified by Zurko in 2005 [88] to "give all users [...] security controls that protect them, [and] their systems, [...] that they can use appropriately in the dynamic, pervasive computing environments of the present and the future". In the current analysis, we are reconnecting the need for both security and protection. We broadly propose a direction of usability analysis toward freedom from risk in an IoT device ecosystem beyond but including technical threats.

Usability analysis arguably assumes that the ‘evaluator’ is an expert who knows the device under examination. While the security standards for IoT devices remain fragmented [7], the challenge of scaling analysis is compounded. We, thus, require a means to assess combinations of smart devices, but may also need to re-assess individual devices and combinations over time as they are updated. This would be the case if it cannot be assumed that devices adhere to any particular standard of functionality or behaviour.

2.3 Studying mechanisms of shared devices

In the interests of contributing to general knowledge for security researchers in the area (and specifically in tech-abuse, as in Section 3), we examine mechanisms [72] of IoT systems and related user-facing threats for the devices being studied here. Mechanisms consist of entities (parts) and their interactions in activities (what the “bits and pieces do” [34]), organised so as to be responsible for the phenomenon of interest. Software and technologies change over time, as can be the case for IoT devices and other engineered mechanisms [29].

The phenomena we test for are violations of usability heuristics, rather than specific technical outputs coupled to a specific device function. Nielsen [53] defines ‘major’ usability problems as having the potential to confuse users or induce errors (where here we include ‘blockers’ to task completion within this), and ‘minor’ usability problems as producing inconvenience or delays (which can be critical when evading abuse [75]). We use violations to frame
our findings, as being sufficient to identify areas for further, focused intervention.

Certainty about what occurs or does not occur as a result of using a function has added importance. We then also discuss phenomena that is not observed (i.e., usability heuristics not being violated); This informs the view of the capabilities which concurrent users may have to influence each other’s use of IoT devices.

The assessment of usability with multiple devices has been applied elsewhere, such as to study device pairing [79]. In collaborative work, Pinelle et al. [60] proposed to study not only individual actions, but also collaborative actions, focusing on tasks at a ‘mechanical level’ (representing “things that will be common to a shared task even with a variety of social and organizational factors”). Where Pinelle et al. consider multiple users working toward a shared goal, this is analogous to harmonious use of IoT devices in a shared environment. To inform the security analysis, we require a method to explore shared use of mechanisms for differing goals, and hence model users acting to perform individual tasks in a shared interface without interference from other users.

2.4 Experimental procedure

It may not be possible or appropriate to explore the usability of IoT devices directly within a climate of harm, particularly in an abusive context. Instead, we conducted a lab-based analysis adapting the heuristic walkthrough framework [69], in which the original form combines heuristic evaluation [55] and cognitive walkthrough [83] techniques.

The heuristic walkthrough approach combines free-form evaluation and usability heuristics from the former, with user task questions to highlight important interactions from the latter. A similar approach has been applied to examine, for example, configuration issues in the Firefox web browser and Outlook email client [25].

The original heuristic walkthrough approach requires a set of user tasks (Section 4.3), applying usability heuristics and ‘Thought Focusing’ Questions (TFQs). A first pass is guided by the prioritised task list and TFQs. Usability heuristics then guide a second pass, exploring system aspects and potential usability issues more broadly. The outcomes of the task analysis were recorded and stored securely and accessible only to the authors.

The TFQs, adapted from Seers [69], are as follows:

(1) Will a user know what they need to do next?
(2) Will a user notice that there is a control available allowing them to accomplish the next part of their task?
(3) Once a user finds the control, will they know how to use it?
(4) If a user performs the correct action, will they see progress being made toward completing the task, and appropriate system feedback?

Research of sequential security-related tasks suggests that one task can impact completion of subsequent tasks [12]. Similarly, some actions may escalate other forms of abuse [24]. We model the dynamic of concurrent users of a connected device ecosystem – and the intrinsic connectedness of IoT consumer devices – by maintaining two perspectives through both phases of the usability analysis. We refer to these as the primary and secondary users, to determine the ability of the latter to observe (impact privacy) or alter configuration choices of the former (which may be used by either a perpetrator or survivor). Further to this, the survivor and others in the household are assumed to have equal access to App and browser interfaces (that the primary user and controller of devices are not necessarily the same [24]). The following are then TFQs representing the secondary perspective:

(1) Once a control is used, does this impact a secondary user’s ability to use or alter the same control?
(2) If a primary user performs the correct action, can other, secondary, users see that progress is being made toward completing the task?

We regard incidental sight of activity with the same caution as deliberate monitoring. The presence of either behaviour in a shared environment may bring with it the possibility of harm if noticed by an attacker (including a perpetrator of tech-abuse, Section 3); activity may be noticed by a survivor, informing plans to escape. We do not tie either the primary or secondary user perspectives (Section 2) to a survivor or perpetrator, as the consequences differ between these cases (with implications explored in Sections 5 and 6).

The second pass is informed by the usability heuristics defined by Nielsen, as summarised in [54] and reproduced below:

- Simple and natural dialogue: Dialogues should not contain irrelevant information; information should appear in a logical order;
- Speak the user’s language: Use words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms;
- Minimise the user’s cognitive load: There should be no need to remember information from one dialogue to another;
- Consistency (in meaning): Users should not need to wonder if different words, situations, or actions are the same.
- Feedback: Always keep users informed about what is going on, in reasonable time;
- Clearly marked exits (from unwanted states): A clearly marked “emergency exit” that avoids an extended dialogue;
- Shortcuts (to speed up interaction): ‘Accelerators’ which may speed up interaction for more experienced users who know about them;
- Good error messages: Expressed in plain language (no codes), and constructively suggest a solution;
- Prevent errors: A careful design which prevents problems from occurring in the first place;
- Help and documentation: Any necessary documentation ought to be easy to navigate, focused on the user’s task, and provide concrete steps.

Evaluators would normally assign severity ratings, to identify problems to solve first. Here, the intention is to document problems, and consider them post-hoc for a range of stakeholders. Many different parties are involved in consumer IoT security (e.g., policymakers, manufacturers) and reducing harms to survivors (see Section 5.4 and Section 6). Our paradigm informs support interventions, by assessing not only inherent usability problems, but also the potential harms of already usable features, and the potentially negative, unintended implications of plans to resolve usability problems.)
3 CASE STUDY – IOT-FACILITATED TECH-ABUSE

Figure 2: Potential Perspectives and Interfaces onto a service account in a climate of tech-abuse (with potential examples).

To consider the scale of intimate partner abuse, reports of (US) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data indicate that nearly 27 million women and 16 million men in the United States have experienced severe physical violence by an intimate partner [47]. In the UK, 1.3 million women and 695,000 men have experienced domestic abuse [5]. There is evidence that the majority of those who have suffered intimate partner violence (IPV) are female, with some national-level reports of up to 70% of women having experienced IPV [5]. Regarding tech-abuse, for 85% of Women’s Aid (UK) research respondents, the abuse they received online from a partner or ex-partner was part of a pattern of abuse they also experienced offline [5].

It is recommended [75] that developers should test solutions to tech-abuse problems in a range of contexts, including with LGBT+ and BAME communities, to ensure suitability and relevance. It has also been documented recently that migrant women are particularly vulnerable to tech-abuse [16].

3.1 Threats in an IoT ecosystem

‘Things’ in the Internet-of-Things (such as smart assistants, smart locks, and other connected devices) can have multiple owners [40]. These devices will have legitimate features which could potentially be used to monitor or control another person in a shared environment [27]. The following potential threats (reproduced from [27]) – from other users of the same devices – are informed by research of existing forms of tech-abuse (such as via social media).

- **Wearable devices**: Could allow perpetrators to track and monitor movements.
- **Phones**: Could provide the perpetrator with an access point to control various IoT devices.
- **Laptops and tablets**: If accounts between devices are linked, a perpetrator could change or monitor device settings.
- **Remote control of heating, lighting and blinds**: May be switched on or off from afar.
- **Audio recording**: Could enable remote monitoring.
- **Voice control**: A perpetrator could contact a person, or trace and review their history of commands and purchases.
- **Router**: Connects all smart home devices to the Internet.
- **Security cameras and TVs**: Could facilitate remote monitoring and online stalking.
- **Smart security**: Could provide (remote) access to doors.

Attacks in this context may not be sophisticated, using existing features intended for end-users in unintended ways, to cause harm and distress (with examples illustrated in Figure 2). Freed et al. [24] point to ‘simple’ attacks such as being the owner of an account, as well as being able to guess a person’s account password. We focus on attacks through standard features used to monitor and/or control another person. There are already examples of perpetrators of tech-abuse tracking others through roadside assistance systems [63] or phone-finding apps [80], or controlling the smart home from afar through Internet-connected thermostats and door locks [6].

Communities and governments are acting to limit existing forms of tech-abuse through e.g., social media or smartphones [33], where further empirical evidence would be of benefit. With the proliferation of IoT devices, coordinated efforts to understand and mitigate tech-abuse similarly need to operate at scale.

The picture of all of the relevant stakeholders is complex. Support for those affected by tech-abuse can be taken over by voluntary and statutory support services. This can also involve law enforcement when there are incidents; policy-level oversight to inform efforts at scale; manufacturers and developers to consider changes to the devices themselves, and; support for the consumer/end-user themselves within their specific context of use. Guidance and support is one avenue to develop mitigation strategies, while usability improvements are also critical for users with less technical knowledge of smart devices [86].

It may not be conducive to simply remove devices from the shared environment as they often serve positive purposes (such as legitimate use of the smart home). They then require an approach of positive security [66] which would normally protect positive uses of digital technologies [11].

Protective advice (and usability improvements) can potentially have unintended ‘side effects’ (as noted in prior research on tech-abuse [23]). Interacting with a device may change how it operates for others, similarly impacting a survivor’s circumstances.

3.2 Managing security and privacy in an abusive environment

There is a need to ensure that survivors can access the support that is intended for them [81], and be able to do so quickly [75]. Guidance and support also ought to be useful for survivors, with no way for it to be misused by perpetrators [2].

The management of devices has been considered as part of relationship dissolution [67] and the breakdown of a cohabiting relationship [48]. If tech-abuse is happening, a survivor may have...
limited or reduced access to device features or the device itself, or find their access controlled or monitored by a perpetrator.

Where research often points to the lack of usability of security- and privacy-related device features, there is a further need to consider whether features can be used skillfully under increased stress and risk [47] (for instance when trying to use a device and at the same time evade detection by a perpetrator). The capabilities of an individual then need to be considered when preparing support [56], in terms of how technologies extend to meet the user needs, and match the needs and uses they have for their devices. It may also be necessary to ensure that positive uses are not restricted (such as being able to communicate with family and friends).

The capacity to escape from abuse may be limited further by reduced access to – and accessibility of – instructions on how to use security and privacy mechanisms [47]. When survivors of abuse proactively search for information about the use of technologies, there may be barriers to finding it [23]. We are then interested in how IoT devices inform and support a user (at any level of expertise), and so we must also assess adherence to design principles when evaluating devices and the surrounding technology ecosystem.

### 3.3 Phases of abuse

Kotz and Peters describe the IoT device lifecycle [40]. We combine this with the stages of tech-abuse defined by Matthews et al. [47] (see Figure 3) to frame related challenges in an IoT device ecosystem.

**3.3.1 Device configuration.** Devices must be configured securely [40]. We make no assumptions about who manages device configuration, but there are implications if it is the perpetrator, as discussed in Section 3.1. Technology-related responsibilities, such as managing an online account, may also be shared [48] (or access shared, perhaps under coercion).

In a trusting environment, just as in an abusive one, a person may be privy to passwords used to secure an online account [23], though this also means that users may have equivalent access to an account or device. A party in the relationship may be at risk of harm if users no longer share a ‘threat model’ [86], be it because of disagreement, or abusive behaviour. An individual’s capacity to otherwise weigh up personal security and privacy decisions [52] may be reduced, or at worst removed entirely by a perpetrator.

**3.3.2 Physical control.** A device may have multiple owners [40]. Here, the definition of a ‘secure’ configuration could potentially be skewed to favour the perpetrator (either directly or through coercion of the survivor). A configuration that is ‘secure’ for the perpetrator may not be secure for the survivor. This prevents them from working around the technology or using it as they would want to. This then leads to needing to use devices in a way that cannot be observed or where records can be removed afterwards, or to use devices which are not known or observable, or have reasonable reasons for using a device in a particular way [47].

**3.3.3 Escape.** IoT devices can be used to control other devices in the home. Therefore, any actions to hide technology use will already require the hiding of digital escape activities under physical control. The capacity to escape abuse may be reduced, according to the level of interconnectedness in the shared smart environment; a reduction in access to digital communications can reduce access to help, social relations, and work [47]. There is then a need to consider whether ‘escape’ would be satisfactorily effected by simply leaving the smart home, or whether it is necessary for an actor in this environment to ‘disentangle’ online accounts, so that the online status “[matches] the offline one” [48] after leaving abuse.

**3.3.4 Life apart.** The process of reaching a life apart can potentially take weeks or years [58]. The pervasiveness of IoT connections to online accounts must then be considered, as part of the ‘moving on’ sub-phase noted by Matthews et al. [47]. Someone who previously used a smart device may move away or discard a device, where these intentions come with their own risks for the device user [40].

---

**Figure 3: Phases of technology-facilitated abuse, adapted from [47].**
4 METHODOLOGY

Here we describe an application of the shared device’ usability analysis approach (Section 2.4) to explore security-related challenges in IoT-facilitated tech-abuse (as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

4.1 Scoping via support service engagement

Secondary analysis was conducted of the outcomes of two workshops, each attended by 40-50 representatives of support services and other related organisations supporting victims of tech abuse and domestic abuse / violence [45]. The workshops were arranged with a group of support services known to the ‘Gender and IoT’ project research team. The first workshop aimed to assess the concerns and research needs of organisations working with victims/survivors, particularly those affected by tech-abuse (arranged around group discussions of the impacts and potential risks of consumer IoT devices). The second workshop built on the outcomes of the first, with group discussions around the guidance that support services need, based on preliminary (desk-based) analysis of the capabilities of IoT devices.

Workshops involved attendees (support representatives and academics alike) discussing IoT devices and related issues in small groups on separate tables (where known limitations of focus groups apply [1]). An anonymised transcript of the discussion on each table was produced, where each workshop produced multiple transcripts. The workshops had IRB approval at UCL.

Thematic analysis [8] was applied to transcripts to identify themes. Two of the authors independently coded the group transcripts, discussing a codebook at intervals in the process. Themes emerging from coding were narrowed to those with implications for use and advice for IoT consumer devices, as follows:

- Solutions involve a range of stakeholders, requiring a joined-up approach that brings together support services, police forces, law and government, technologists, and the developers of technology devices;
- Advice and support may be needed across different contexts within a survivor’s life (not just home life), across different channels and potentially a long time;
- Victims may perceive being monitored, but not how – or with the evidence that – it is happening;
- IoT-related threats were not seen to be prevalent, but were a concern (though this may have been as a consequence of the workshop themes);
- Advice to victims generally focused on resetting or disposing of devices, and technology was also seen as an enabler of abusive behaviours that developed unwittingly;
- Modifying a device may in some cases not be possible (for instance in a coercive relationship);
- The pace of change in technology may change the implications of specific advice; Support services conveyed that they were lacking in awareness and skills;
- Technology with legitimate uses may be appropriated and used to control or monitor;

A key concern was that advice may exacerbate an abusive situation, if the related risks in applying the advice were not considered.

These themes align with findings from existing research of tech-abuse (e.g., [24, 47]). We further identify that IoT-facilitated tech-abuse is an emergent concern for support services.

The analysis approach described in Sections 2 and 3 is then required to inform the last two findings, to determine how legitimate features could be used control and monitor another person. The approach is also useful for determining where advice, and support more broadly, can be targeted so as not to disadvantage a survivor.

4.2 Devices and interfaces

We selected popular devices which are available both online and in-person at stores. We then chose to study devices produced by Amazon and Google – as of 2019, it is estimated that Amazon and Google account for 91.9% of smart/voice assistant IoT device models [42]. The devices are the Google Home (MFG 03/2017) and Amazon Echo (2nd generation) smart assistant devices. For testing purposes, the Home and Echo are regarded as equivalent to their smaller counterparts, the Google Home Mini (MFG 02/2018) and Amazon Echo Dot (2nd generation) respectively.

Tests were conducted using the Google Home and Amazon Alexa smart assistant apps, both running on an iPhone 6 (app versions 2.9.118 and 2.2.250839.0 respectively) and a Motorola Nexus 6 (Android) (app versions 2.8.15.6 and 2.2.250163.0 respectively). Use of two handsets/apps was crucial for modelling concurrent users (see Section 2.4). Browser views were monitored by researchers on separate computers alongside the phones and IoT devices.

For each test listed in Section 4.3, we explore a range of what we refer to here as interfaces (where applicable to the test) – see Figure 1, Section 2. These are: App view (including a secondary user); Browser view (service account); Browser view (linked email account); Voice retrieval; Visual/physical interface, and; Authorised device on a separate network.

4.3 Tasks under analysis

We assume a “UI-bound” perpetrator [24], and assume users enact only well-known functionality offered by an IoT device’s interface(s) to perform specific tasks (Section 4.3). When configuring each smart assistant device, the researchers accepted all default settings, in effect analysing a “default-bound” IoT system. We note here that our results represent a point in time, and were time-constrained to only having the devices powered on and in use during and around analysis (to support internal validity [41]).

Tasks represent observed phenomena; that is, a phenomenon of or relating to tech-abuse, and a suggestive mechanism by which it might occur. These are tasks which may be enacted by a well-meaning user who is not in a climate of abuse, but which may be appropriated by either/bot a survivor or perpetrator of tech-abuse.

As an example, a perpetrator might seek a way to find out how a smart assistant device has been used by others in the shared environment (as in task TB.1 below); a perpetrator, or a survivor, might aim to render a smart assistant device inactive without it being visible to another person through some or all of the interfaces (Section 4.2). These tasks represent possible overarching goals, rather
than being an exhaustive set of tasks. Tasks are mapped to abuse phases (as in Section 3), though any or all tasks may be enacted in each phase.

A. Configuration: Any user of technology in the shared environment. Tech-abuse may nor may not already be occurring/recognised at this point. This also addresses the capacity of a secondary user to see or alter actions in subsequent stages.

- **TA.1: Perform initial setup.** A user may be prompted to conduct a setup process through one or any of the various interfaces described in Section 4.2.
- **TA.2: Configure an account hierarchy.** This depends in part on whether other users then do not have an equivalent level of control.

B. Physical control: A survivor may act to hide activity. A perpetrator may act to develop a complete view of activity across the connected device ecosystem.

- **TB.1: Review historical queries and actions.** It may be that query and activity information is accessible to those who made the changes, and also other users of the same device(s).
- **TB.2: Complete another user’s action.** This includes ‘activating’ capabilities of another linked user or their devices.
- **TB.3: Configure notifications to different devices.** Notifications to devices/interfaces may be configurable to varying levels of granularity.
- **TB.4: Disrupt always-connected device activity.** A dormant interface may appear equivalent to an inactive one.

C. Escape: A survivor may reduce the visibility of their actions.

- **TC.1: Remove records of activity.** This can include deletion of information provided to the devices, but also changes to recorded details.
- **TC.2: Visible configuration of devices.** This includes those set by other users, but also whether an individual user is able to ‘recall’ settings that they have made themselves.
- **TC.3: Break down a link to an IoT device.** It may be possible – or not – for a user to undo the connection between an IoT device and other interfaces.

D. Life apart: A survivor would ideally be able to move on, and be able to build new connections with technology apart from the perpetrator. A perpetrator may act to reach the survivor or return them to Physical Control.

- **TD.1: Obtain a manifest of account connections.** It may not be necessary for a user to keep a running memory of the accounts that they have connected and shared with other users of the same IoT devices.
- **TD.2: Replace a connection with an IoT device.** Undoing a connection to an IoT device is not the same as replacing that connection with another IoT device.

### 4.4 Limitations

The analysis is from the perspective of researchers, rather than an actual user of the device or a situation of tech-abuse. To account for this, the analysis protocol was informed by workshops with support service representatives on emerging issues around consumer technologies.

Across the workshops and device analysis, we observed that prior guidance on the capabilities of IoT devices can potentially be outdated. We have not accounted for the effects of time and technology change. This raises the possibility of results being inconclusive (rather than the tests themselves) due to changes in the devices under study. In designing the analysis to consider the dynamics between multiple device users, one intention is for researchers in the future to apply the analysis protocol described here to reevaluate whether advice still holds when device functionality changes.

## 5 RESULTS

We are mindful of the potential ‘misuse’ of protective research by attackers [15], where this is a concern in tech-abuse research [2]. Following an approach defined by the Medical Research Council (MRC), Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC), and Wellcome Trust [51], we take steps to limit providing information “that could be directly misapplied to pose a significant threat with broad potential consequences to public health and safety”.

We act to “limit dissemination, e.g. by publishing only part of the research results” [22]; We provide overview results, without identifying specific entities or activities which make actions possible.

We do not report on specific ‘tasks’ or ‘interfaces’. We also do not report the specific phenomena we observed, but instead report observed usability problems and design principle violations as the unit of measurement for the case study, as a proxy phenomena (in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, and Section 5.3 respectively).

Though communicating results in security is not trivial [73], we believe this approach is sufficient to encourage focused collaboration between stakeholders. One stakeholder acting in isolation to fix a user interface problem is arguably limited in their potential to address IoT-related harms at scale.

### 5.1 Capabilities of primary perspective

Referring to the Thought-Focusing Questions (Section 2.4), the issue of a user “knowing what to do next” effectively becomes a question of “knowing what can be done next”. For instance, many features of each device, and the service accounts they are linked to, can be accessed through a subset of the interfaces to the device. However, we found that there is reliance on the user knowing which features are available in advance, especially through perspectives which do not readily communicate a list of available features to even a motivated user. This would impact efforts to elude ‘Physical Control’ (3.3.2) or to effect ‘Escape’ (3.3.3), if a survivor were a ‘secondary’ user to a primary user who was a ‘tech-savvy’ perpetrator.

Once feature controls were located (through, for instance, App menus, or by accessing a service through the browser), they seem generally intuitive for both of the smart assistant devices. The Alexa and Home apps are functionally the same on the separate phone handsets (running iOS and Android), indicating no advantage in using different kinds of handsets. The assessed IoT devices behaved...
in similar ways for the majority of tasks. Both devices proactively provide direct links to (limited) help and guidance. The two devices then share some common functionality, implying that expertise in using one device is in part transferable to another (as also suggested by the similarity of results in Table 1). This may equalise expertise, but either a survivor or a perpetrator could be empowered with knowledge from elsewhere.

Supporting advice on how to use device features is variously available to a user through the different interfaces, but security and privacy are seemingly not included in what is immediately provided; there is a need for a user to proactively search for it. This makes 'Configuration' (3.3.1) a critical stage, especially if there is one user setting up and managing devices and others not involved in this phase. Other research has found that, for instance, mobile technologies may be used to 'isolate' a victim [85]. A user (primary or secondary) might only act to have some influence over the 'Configuration' if they are already anxious about controlling digital privacy [19] or proactively interested in the first instance [26]. Conversely, Williams et al. [84] point to a disparity in the secure use of consumer IoT devices, that devices will be purchased but protective action not taken.

Tasks representing the 'Escape' phase had the greatest capacity to delay a primary or secondary user (see Section 5.3), with the potential for confusing context-switches between various interfaces. This may impact a survivor seeking to navigate away from the device ecosystem, but also delay a perpetrator if they are switching between contexts or are limited to using a subset, in effect hampering their efforts to monitor or control [24]. Features to decouple accounts ('Life Apart', 3.3.4) exhibited some differences, implying that device-specific advice is critical in this phase.

5.2 Capabilities of secondary perspective

Following the 'Physical Control' tasks (Section 4.3), we did not see phenomena that indicated that a secondary user could use any of the perspectives to observe a linked device (such as another user’s smartphone or computer). Visibility of the status of the smart assistant devices from outside a host network was limited. There were, however, a few instances of a secondary user, within the same network, having the opportunity to incidentally observe indirect indicators of a task being performed by a primary user. This could be of concern if a survivor is assuming that their activity as a primary user is not being observed.

When considering device use across the different interfaces (Section 4.2), some interfaces provide information and options relating to device functionality which is not available through other interfaces. This includes specific features of the smart device, but in some cases also the information that relates to a feature (including what it is and that it exists). Combined with the potential cognitive burden of switching between interfaces, this could complicate any efforts to support a primary user to elude 'Physical Control' or to effect 'Escape'.

Changes to settings are not immediately obvious, and must be found or noticed by a secondary user. Device actions were basic, with few interim steps. As such, it was not possible for a secondary user to see interim progress being made toward successful completion of a task. The act of looking at any of the settings or content is not logged and cannot be retrospectively checked. This does, however, support novice users who wish to explore features available to them without other users knowing (though this could be leveraged by either a perpetrator or survivor).

Direct notifications do happen in some cases, for instance to support a primary user who has left the device ecosystem ('Life Apart'). This phase was where we found inconsistencies between the devices, in terms of what was possible and through which perspective to enact escape and ensure having left the ecosystem. In the area of domestic abuse/violence, there is clear benefit in developing technologies which empower survivors [10] and which help to rebuild trust in technology; consistent ways to inform disconnected users could then be useful for finding a 'new normal' [46].

5.3 Usability violations across heuristics

Table 1 provides a high-level overview of observed usability heuristic violations (as used during the evaluation 'second pass', as in Section 2.4). Each phase includes tasks with minor or major usability violations, implying that advice to survivors may need to address specific devices or features. All phases included major violations for a secondary user trying to override or reproduce a primary user’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: N.</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: Mi.</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: Ma.</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: N.</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
<td>■ □ ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: Mi.</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri.: Ma.</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
<td>○ □ ●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY:

- □ = No observed usability violation(s) ‘dynamic’ observed in our analysis for a specific phase.
- ● = Usability violation(s) ‘dynamic’ observed for the secondary perspective, using interfaces after the primary perspective.
Table 2: Outcomes for evaluation of the smart assistant devices in sum, across the different phases of abuse. This includes usability heuristics and heuristic violations, which may be minor (inconvenience or delays) or major (confuse users or induce errors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple dialogue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User’s language</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimise load</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked exits</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortcuts</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good errors</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent errors</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help/documents</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:**
- ♦ = No observed usability violation(s).
- ♦ = Minor usability violation(s) observed.
- ♦ = Major usability violation(s) observed.

actions, as another person should normally not be able to interfere in a primary user’s actions.

The combination of no observed usability violations for a primary user, followed by Major violations for a secondary user (top-right corner for each phase, in Table 1), indicates that for some tasks a secondary user cannot see or impact what another user has done. Major violations for both users imply simply that the device is not capable of enacting a task. The Escape phase has many dynamics of primary/secondary user/usability barriers, and so advice would have to targeted, concrete and correct. ‘Life Apart’ points to ‘major’ usability violations, in the sense that a primary user would no longer be part of the device ecosystem once they have disconnected from it.

All phases included one or more tasks which demonstrated non-violations of usability heuristics (a solid box in the top-left of every phase, as in Table 1); there were many features which appeared usable (no observed usability violations). This benefits all concurrent users equally.

Table 2 summarises heuristic-specific violations. Again, the two smart assistant devices behaved similarly, so we evaluate the devices as a class of device rather than individually. Each box represents whether non-violations or minor/major violations occurred for any of the design heuristics (Section 2.4) across the different interfaces listed in Section 4.2. As the devices were functionally similar, Table 2 summarises issues found across both devices. A row with more solid boxes implies a fundamental challenge in using the device(s); a column with more solid boxes in it implies that providing actionable support could be more complicated.

5.3.1 Dialogue and language. ‘User’s language’ and ‘simple dialogue’ were generally clear. Mobile and Internet skills can translate into good IoT skills [13]. This suggests that guidance on how to use (potentially unfamiliar) IoT devices can leverage experience with more familiar concepts such as mobile and Internet use.

5.3.2 Consistency. ‘Consistency’ was a persistent issue across phases. Some features relating to the same device were presented differently depending on which interface was in use. This also points to major blockers, as there was generally no one interface which contained all of the available information and features found across all interfaces.

5.3.3 Feedback. ‘Feedback’ was limited throughout the tasks representing ‘Physical Control’, ‘Escape’, and ‘Life Apart’. Tasks representing ‘Escape’ had the most minor violations between perspectives, where ascertaining system state and current device configurations can require a review of several interfaces.

Both devices were similar in usability, with a few subtle differences. Generally, a secondary user was not able to determine much of the activity of the primary user. This is advantageous for a survivor, as a primary user, trying to hide their activity (‘Configuration’, and ‘Physical Control’), but problematic for a survivor who wants to ascertain the device configuration, to then determine how to act outside of it (‘Escape’). ‘Feedback’ was a blocker for a secondary user – generally, they could not see what the primary user had done, and would not be notified directly of changes made by the primary user.

Notifications are for the most part not sent – to either primary or secondary user – to confirm that a control has been used successfully. When considering the UI-bound nature of the tasks, there is no ‘history’ or log of features having being used over time (though this is generally the case with home user devices). A critical result relates to the lack of phenomena to indicate that progress has been made in successfully using a feature; there is a general lack of direct notifications to users when device state has changed. This impacts both primary and secondary user perspectives.

5.3.4 Marked exits and Shortcuts. ‘Shortcuts’ for users are hinted at with more advanced features that hook in to the functionality of other devices in the home IoT ecosystem. These rely on the user being proactive, to invest in figuring out how to make the features work. This would normally be a minor usability problem, in that these ‘accelerators’ (Section 2.4) are indeed unseen to novice users. However, they could remain so, keeping a user in a novice state until they personally act otherwise. Attempts to learn how to use features may also take time and be visible to others. These issues would be a blocker during ‘Configuration’, but perhaps not for subsequent phases (where a survivor may forgo discovering features, and instead work around them and the device).

5.3.5 Good errors. ‘Error messages’ are clear, where this hints at the relatively restrictive nature of how the smart devices can be used (though this serves at the same time to ‘prevent errors’). We found no evidence of errors during testing, but the converse was the case – as found elsewhere [37], configuration was restricted and simplified. This is in line with other IoT devices where device complexity is hidden, as with e.g., digital switches [82].

Actionable advice could become irrelevant over time if device features change, and general advice may require the reader to translate it to their own context [23]. One stumbling block experienced early-on in the analysis is that online, up-to-date guidance sits alongside
5.3.6 Prevent errors. Decoupling devices from interfaces (other non-smart devices) can be potentially confusing, as features inter-changeably refer to the linked account, the IoT device, etc. as the central object of focus (adding to cognitive load). However, ‘Feedback’ during decoupling of devices was generally present, keeping all users aware (with implications here for users with either primary or secondary perspectives).

5.3.7 Help & documentation. ‘Help and documentation’ is another notable challenge – like many modern computing devices, instructions and guidance for the novice user are limited. The immediate advice in the boxes with the devices, and the associated App(s), does not mention the full range of interfaces that we have assessed here (though this information is available publicly online). Compounding the lack of documentation is the reliance on a user to have the will to invest speculatively in searching locally and online for helpful features and guidance on how to use them. Devices and their features ‘speak the user’s language’ only up to a point, beyond which non-novice features leverage a different family of terms. Other research found that one person may have more knowledge than others in a household [62]. Life disruptions such as domestic violence can disrupt technology maintenance practices, especially if a person acting maliciously is also the person managing devices and their use [61]. In our work we find that there is an ‘opportune moment’ [57] for configuring security, which may in fact not be easily accessible to those assumed to be aware of it.

5.4 Summary

Here we summarise the findings, revisiting the overarching Research Questions (Section 1). We also broadly consider how various stakeholders can coordinate support, recognising intervention points such as those described by the ‘Tech vs Abuse’ (UK initiative [76]: awareness of abuse, finding the right information at the right time, accessing (effective, real-time) support, and recovery.

Heuristic violations were generally clustered across specific heuristics (Section 2.4) or within a particular phase of abuse (Section 3.3). This suggests that interventions and support can be targeted (RQ1). For many heuristics across most phases, we did not identify usability violations (RQ3). In the multi-user connected environment, a lack of violations also means that usability does however benefit a perpetrator as much as a survivor; the path to safety is not straightforward.

Where there are violations of a usability heuristic across all phases of abuse, this implies that care should be taken to either change the way IoT devices operate, or target the heuristic when developing interventions. That ‘Consistency’ was a problem across phases implies that advice may need to be made specific to devices (through involvement with policymakers, but also device makers, and potentially retail and community touch-points). Relating to RQ2, this becomes a challenge if devices and device combinations are expected to scale, pointing to a need for standardisation. Ur et al. [78] found inconsistent behaviour between functionally similar devices when studying a set of three smart devices (a smart lock, bathroom scale, and lighting system).

Similarly, ‘Help & Documentation’ would require clear signposting and access to actionable advice (through not just online, but also local communication channels), though this risks also being visible to a perpetrator (RQ3). As a consequence, on-the-ground stakeholders such as local law enforcement, and statutory and voluntary services, may have a need to be able to act or reach the survivor quickly (even where minor usability problems impose delays), through any of the interfaces or in-person. There may also need to be support from technology specialists, to determine how devices have been co-opted for tech-abuse [30].

That the ‘Feedback’ heuristic sees violations across most phases then signals a point of caution (RQ2). If activity notifications are not produced, this may give a survivor a chance to enact Escape. With this, support services would need skills – or access to skills – to be able to support a transition to ‘Life Apart’, especially if the survivor has mobile or smart devices that were once shared. That there is feedback in the ‘Configuration’ phase is dampened by the potentially alien nature of IoT terminology to novice users (‘User’s Language’), informing RQ2. This may make diagnosis of problems difficult, potentially requiring technical experts to have a role in the process of leaving an abusive environment. However, this also means that a survivor may not be aware of anything a perpetrator has done to configure or monitor a device, especially across the various interfaces (an existing challenge in mitigating tech-abuse). Feedback is then one point where the definition of usability must be considered carefully (RQ2), so as not to burden the survivor with cognitive load (in ascertaining the configuration of the device ecosystem). Providing support here begins with the design and usability of the devices and their features, requiring consideration of how connected devices and services interact with each other around interpersonal interactions (RQ1), although designing to prevent abuse while enabling legitimate usage is potentially challenging [87].

Prior research has aimed to classify IoT devices according to technical capabilities, to provide users with security and privacy guidance for the devices they purchase (e.g., [44]). Home users keen to connect IoT devices and discover the capabilities of their smart home may find that protective settings limit that potential. It may also be seen by others in the shared home environment as over-cautious or divisive, especially if routinely checking a range of different interfaces (RQ2). This potentially requires a cultural shift toward respecting another person’s digital privacy and conveying protective measures as normal, while also working with manufacturers to ensure the immediate security of devices (RQ1).

Regarding the accessibility of devices and support, people may receive or follow bad advice which leads to negative experiences [64], or only seek help after such experiences. Within this is a suggestion to explore new channels for delivering good advice. It can also
be the case that participants feel exploited – rather than served – by IoT devices, or that these devices are seen as exclusive [32], perceptions which can impact willingness to engage with them.

6 DISCUSSION

To revisit the phases of abuse as stages of use (RQ1) (Section 1), users are directly notified of some events, but generally ‘Feedback’ is inconsistent. Existing work suggests that IoT users need to gain security awareness and competences. What is currently missing from the conversation is support for a user’s risk awareness, to know when to apply what they know, especially in a dynamic situation where some security tasks may have been delegated to others. Interplay between risk perception and security awareness has been examined in corporate settings [5].

For specific usability issues (RQ2), a user of an IoT device may need a running memory of the current configuration state of their devices, to know if it has changed (for lack of direct notification of state changes). The assumption of a ‘smart home’ is perhaps overloaded, as a place where agreement on device configuration choices emerges naturally and is known to all concurrent users. If cross-device functionality is not standardised (‘Consistency’ heuristic), general advice could be provided but expertise with one device may not translate to another.

A lack of usability violations for both primary and secondary users has implications, for what ‘usability’ ought to be in a shared environment with tensions between users of the same devices. There must be fairness in the use of shared, connected devices [43], including that a person will not suffer as a result of circumstances outside of their control.

The person who chooses, configures, and manages smart home devices may have power over others in a shared space because of this [26]. Conversely, other users may have less interest in managing them, or less technical knowledge. A user may then have comparatively limited access if they are not the device ‘installer’, where control over shared devices may exacerbate an existing power imbalance and climate of abuse [87]. A sense of fairness may then be regarded as a person’s natural claim on access [59] rather than their technical knowledge.

The analysis informs whether moving on to ‘Life Apart’ is a case of discarding all connections and accounts, or whether connections can be undone and reshaped; current advice might be to discard computing devices, such as smartphones, and start anew, further impacting the survivor. We found that a subset of interfaces supported ‘disentanglement’, but that issues in existing research around online monitoring and control may remain.

6.1 Other areas of application

Insider threat research considers situations where an attacker uses the same infrastructure as a defender. This immediately suggests that insider threat research (e.g., [70]) – normally considered in a corporate environment – could be re-purposed to inform support for survivors of tech-abuse. In a connected, consumer device environment, individual devices may be shared by users, who may be using legitimate device features (in a ‘UI-bound’ manner). Of note from insider threat research is that, for instance, the monitoring of all system users can erode trust among well-meaning users.

Our approach can also be applied to research of ‘smart’ cities (communities of users), and responses to soft security behaviour ‘nudges’ [9] and ‘prods’ [65] (where deployment ought to avoid harmful side-effects to well-meaning users). It may be that the design of devices and shared spaces can be leveraged as a means to limit (cyber) crimes, such as through the Security Function Framework [18], which explicitly considers the objectives for a security (or securing) product to uphold desire and social responsibility (hygiene) expectations.

6.2 Research approach – risks and benefits

Referring to the principles of the Menlo Report [15] and ACM Code of Ethics 2018 [3], a focus in this study has been on respect for those persons [15] who could be negatively affected by misuse of smart devices; the devices we have analysed are popular and widely available for purchase (and hence accessible to the public, defenders, and perpetrators of abuse), and used increasingly in homes. Given the sensitivity of the research area, we decided that open disclosure of exactly what we did and what the outcomes were was not appropriate, restricting what we share openly as per considerations around potential misuse [22, 51]. Perpetrators of tech-abuse may misuse legitimate features, where here we do not wish to document how misuse may be enacted. There are challenges in preventing misuse while enabling benign use [87], and in sharing evidence between stakeholders in security research [73]. Rather, we aim to encourage and engage in dialogue with stakeholders who can use results to identify countermeasures (such as policymakers, device manufacturers, support services, and others as mentioned in Section 5.4).

In this work, one aim is to motivate the communities of research and practice to develop capabilities to respond to these challenges. The potential benefits of subsequent research may however need to reconsider the need to give shape to foundational results in order to build on them.

Serving beneficence [15], existing research suggests that a collective capability to analyse and respond to shared device threats does not exist currently, where we argue that it should be developed (including a capacity to anticipate unintended consequences of security measures when deployed in a shared smart device ecosystem). In other areas of research there is a similar need to identify and bring together stakeholders, such as when analysing datasets of illicit origin [77]. At this juncture, in such a case where the interest of different groups conflict, we consider justice [15] and err toward prioritising the needs of those less advantaged to mitigate harms [3] and respect related social needs [3] and public interest [15].

The above are considerations for the tech-abuse case study we explored here. Other applications of the shared device threat analysis approach ought to revisit the above principles. For instance, if researchers analysed devices which are confirmed to no longer be in active use or relate to current devices in any way, their assessment of risks may differ in terms of where user groups are vulnerable to threats which they may otherwise not know about. Alternatively, where we have reported results in a comparatively subjective manner by way of usability principles, other indirect but useful reporting mechanisms could be developed.
7 RELATED WORK

The interplay between security and usability has been considered as part of principled analysis in a number of ways. Atzeni et al. [4] developed attacker personas, based on available information about attackers; the data could then be structured to explore an attacker’s capacity to learn about an organisation and launch insider attacks. Personas supported workshop-based discussions between technically-knowledgeable stakeholders. We explore a user’s capacity to undermine the security and privacy of others in the same device ecosystem through legitimate controls.

Sindre et al. modelled misuse cases [71], distinguishing between a legitimate use case limiting the capability to misuse a system, and vice versa. The authors posit that lightweight descriptions sufficiently describe simple attacks. We find that ‘UI-bound’ IoT tasks map to relatively basic activities which can nonetheless impact concurrent users. Similarly, He et al. [31] describe how users of the same IoT devices may have competing expectations around the access rights that other users should have, which suggests a need to classify use and misuse within the same shared system.

Kayinda et al. [38] consider specific properties of usability and security in tandem (such as satisfaction and efficiency, and attention and vigilance, respectively). The accompanying framework includes steps to identify usage and threat scenarios. We consider that the two may be the same, but with differing implications for different users within a shared device ecosystem. The authors consider external motivators of threats; we consider the role of external motivators and actors for limiting harm, and the development of interventions which do not themselves introduce or facilitate harm. In other work [39], the authors assessed the implications of security failures within group-based security bootstrapping tasks. ‘Sum-of-efforts’ security is considered; rather than collective efforts, we are concerned with individuals impacting the security and safety of another individual in a multi-device environment.

Focusing specifically on tech-abuse, Emms et al. [20] note that the use of digital technologies can unknowingly leave signs of use, which a perpetrator might see. IoT devices may similarly produce a trail of activity visible in the connected environment; this is an example of needing to consider user capabilities, as legitimate users would ideally not be required resort to stop using a device to preserve their security. Loi et al. [44] systematically analyse the security and privacy of emerging IoT devices towards informing consumers, focusing on technical capabilities (such as confidentiality of transmissions to an app or server). The authors further argue that IoT devices will become increasingly diverse and complex.

In the practitioner space, Mozilla maintain an ongoing review of consumer IoT smart home devices, through the ‘‘Privacy Not Included’’ initiative [50]. Devices ranging from toys, to wearables and health devices, are rated against a ‘Creepy-o-Meter’. A device’s rating is informed by qualities such as ‘can I control it?’ and ‘what could happen if something goes wrong?’. At the time of writing, few devices were deemed to be ‘not creepy’; factors such as these may impact how approachable IoT devices are perceived to be. Emami-Naeini et al. [52] engaged more than 1,000 participants through IoT-related scenarios, to discern privacy preferences. Preferences were diverse, influenced by contextual factors such as the data being accessed, and who it is shared with. An environment of abuse may result in IoT preferences changing dramatically (such as a survivor wishing to ‘disentangle’ online accounts); we explore where support for preference changes may or may not introduce further harms.

Harbers et al. [28] assess IoT functionality across a series of ‘layers’, including physical interactions with IoT devices. These layers contribute to the complexity of IoT systems which stakeholders must consider. The authors argue that the rapid development of IoT capabilities creates a perpetual knowledge gap for maintaining device security; our work begins to characterise the potential implications of such a knowledge gap in use of shared consumer devices. From interviews with 40 owners of IoT devices, Williams et al. [84] argued that a lack of familiarity with complex IoT devices can lead users to neglect device security, where this further compounds the need for support to mitigate IoT-facilitated harms.

Kaaz et al. [37] explore the ‘plug-and-play’ capacity of IoT devices, toward identifying misconceptions and directions for where supporting guidance can close gaps in being able to skillfully configure IoT devices. A user study found that instructions were deceptively simple, that installing relevant apps was a barrier, and that configuring devices and networks imposed context-switches and cognitive load upon users (all before considering that another user may act to undermine these efforts).

8 CONCLUSIONS

IoT-facilitated tech abuse is an emerging phenomena that requires the attention of the research community as much as the practitioner and policy community. In a dynamic of abuse, a survivor may need to hide their activity from another user, or be supported to create opportunities to mitigate and escape harm. Here we explore these complexities, focusing on the usability of security-related device features in an IoT ecosystem, pointing to how it can be managed to develop security-related interventions.

We adapted existing usability analysis methods to present a novel approach to systematically describing and assessing mechanisms of connectedness in shared IoT devices, and their security implications. This helps us to understand how smart consumer device behaviour can impact users of a shared space under internal threats, specifically the potential for IoT-facilitated tech-abuse.

The authors do not assert that the evaluation is complete, in terms of whether features are safe to use or are certain to create harm. The work will be broadened to include a larger range of devices and device connections. We envisage that such a capability is required, to systematically analyse consumer IoT devices individually and in combination, having here analysed a small set of individual devices in isolation and with default settings.

Outcomes are of use for researchers, but can also be communicated to frontline support services and technical bodies. Our work points more broadly to the compound need for fair usability in a shared connected environment, to resolve technology-facilitated problems in the shared space, where usable devices and features cannot necessarily be relied on to achieve this.

Ongoing work will explore the implications of IoT consumer device functionality for specific user communities, and other forms of abuse relating to specific groups, be it gender-based, or otherwise based on culture, tech literacy, or other attributes. Current practice
implied that specific considerations and design decisions may be required for support to be effective in different contexts.\(^7\)
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